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One Day in Winter Jan 10 2021 On a cold December's morning... Caro sets off to find the truth: has her relationship with her father been based on a lifetime of lies?
Cammy can't wait to surprise the woman he loves with a proposal. All he needs is the perfect ring. Lila can no longer hide her secret. She has to tell her lover's wife
about their affair. After thirty years, Bernadette knows it's time. She's ready to leave her controlling husband... and never look back. Over the course of twenty-four
hours, four lives are about to change forever...
30 Days to Better Love Dec 29 2019 If the thrill is gone (or cooled) and you want it back, 30 Days to Better Love: A Guide for Men will show you the way-30 ways to
be exact. You love your wife every bit as much as you did the day you met, maybe even more, but the years and life experiences have slowly given way to more
complacency and less passion-- to familiarity without real intimacy. There are ways to restore the intimate connection you once had. In this guide, author Drexel
Gilbert acknowledges the tendency for couples to touch less, talk less and drift apart as time goes by. But for men who truly love their partner and want to rekindle
the romance, there's help! 30 Days to Better Love: A Guide For Men is a straightforward and playful guide to rekindling the passion with 30 simple, significant, and
romantic gestures of love husbands can show their wives every day. The steps are easy, fun, and effective. It requires setting aside, just for a moment,
responsibilities and obligations that distract you from the love that is within reach. It may even require a momentary step outside of your comfort zone to surprise
and delight her. But this brief 30-day investment of time, combined with sincere effort and dedication to romancing the love of your life, will propel you toward a
more playful, passionate, and powerful relationship.
The 30-Day Love Detox Sep 29 2022 Encourages women to weed out the bad boys and discusses the five sexual myths that keep women single, when to begin the
onset of sexual activity in a new relationship, and the biggest mistakes that one can make when dating online.
Romance in a Month, Guide to Writing a Romance in 30 Days Jul 28 2022 Do you wish you knew ... How to crack the code of a modern, contemporary single plotline
romance? How to get motivated to write and finish your romance story ideas? How successful authors write consistently and put out high quality work at regular
intervals? How to use strong and sympathetic characters and hit well known romance plot points to create your unique romance story? How a supportive group of
writers can motivate each other to write faster and better? Why setting a daily word count goal is not the best way to track your progress? How to keep your
motivation going, book after book, and publish on a regular basis? How to make writing friends and form your own group of romance writers to encourage each
other to greater awesomeness? In this book, you'll learn a simple method of writing a romance in a short period of time. You'll also discover why writing alongside a
group of like-minded authors is a great way to enhance your productivity as well as raise your spirits, not to mention give you help and assistance along your writing
and publishing journey. A lot of it starts with you, your beliefs, desires, and faith in yourself. However couple that with tried techniques and using processes which
work, you can take your writing to the next level, complete your romance stories at a faster pace, and do so regularly. Romance In A Month is a method of writing a
romance novel with the help of a community of writers. Our goal is to finish a single plotline romance in a month of writing time. Learn the basics of writing a
romance, characterization, plot points, motivation and goals, and how to speed up your writing by using common romance tropes and archetypes. Exercises, slides,
and examples are also included to guide you in creating your own unique romance. Form your own group of writers to encourage and pace each other. There's
strength in numbers, and this guide book will show you how to successfully and consistently write along with a group. An appendix of romance writing resources
includes: - tropes - events - roles - occupations - how to brainstorm titles - a reading list by trope So start your romance writing journey today with this must- have
resource guide to write a romance in thirty days.
The Five-Year Marriage: Shifting the Marriage Paradigm Jul 16 2021 Is marriage dead? If it is, it's because too many couples are frustrated by and disillusioned
with the empty promises of old-school, traditional marriage. If it isn't, it's because - down deep - most of us genuinely crave the connection and true intimacy that
marriage promises. The Five-Year Marriage bridges the gap between disappointment and satisfaction. It's a paradigm shift away from the sentencing-style demands
of "until death do us part" and toward to a new design that enables couples to make sense of the marriage commitment within this ever-changing world. In the FiveYear Marriage, you'll discover: - What it means to live a Five-Year Marriage - What it takes to be a good Five-Year Marriage Partner - How to get your Five-Year
Marriage started - What to include in your Five-Year Marriage contract - Ways to help you stick to your Five-Year Marriage agreements - Tips for renegotiating your
Five-Year Marriage contract - and much more! The Five-Year Marriage is a game-changer!
Love in 90 Days Sep 17 2021 The Book That Has Led to Countless Happy Marriages Finding true love is possible in just 90 days. Renowned relationship expert and
clinical psychologist, Dr. Diana Kirschner, uses the latest research, clinical, and personal experience to show you how. Dr. Diana knows the questions single women
everywhere face: "Why am I attracted to the wrong kind of guys?" "Why is he just not that into me?" "Why can't I seem to find the One?" When it comes to love, most
single women unconsciously make the same mistakes over and over again regardless of age, work success, or the type of man they are dating. Isn't it time to try a
new approach to dating? Used by Tens of Thousands of Women Worldwide Drawing on her experience coaching tens of thousands of single women all over the
world, Dr. Diana pulls no punches. She outlines a program that gets women on the fast track to smash through their self-sabotage and forge a healthy love
relationship. In Love in 90 Days you'll find insights and practical advice on: Deadly dating patterns. Identify and break them! How to find great guys online and
offline Rapid healing from heartbreak: bounce back better than ever Irresistible self-confidence: eradicate destructive dating beliefs and turbocharge your selfesteem. Understand dating games men play Unique issues faced by African-Americans, single mothers, and women over 45 Creating a Diamond Self-Makeover that
makes you POP! How to have great BODY self-confidence no matter what your weight or body type One key secret to using affirmations to activate true love in your
life The rise of "Ghosting" and how to protect yourself How to avoid online romance scams and bots that steal your money, your time and your heart
Things To Know About Self-Love Apr 24 2022 A 30 Day Affirmation Guide to help you stand strong against doubt, life pressures, and facilitate you in loving yourself
more. You are amazing. Start believing the truth of your greatness today.What Are Affirmations?Affirmations are statements used to change our subconscious mind.
They are a tool to assist in removing limiting belief systems. Think about the things you say to and about yourself. Those things you say you ultimately believe as
your truths. By using positive self-love affirmations you will start to reprogram your mind into knowing how awesome you truly are.How to Use Affirmations: Say the
positive affirmation to yourself (or out loud) all throughout the day. Say them until you believe them. Feel what you are saying. Keep saying them until you know
they are true. Affirmations can also be used in place of negative thoughts to help release negative thought patterns. Every time you say something negative about
yourself, counter and replace it with a positive one. For example, if you think "My hair looks bad." replace the affirmation with "I am beautiful".About Our Guide:
Our guide is designed to help you on your journey to self-love. Self-love is so important. Everything starts with loving yourself. Every day you will receive a new
affirmation for 30 days. For that day alone repeat the affirmation over and over again with the goal of feeling it as true. Though optional, you may keep using that
same affirmation for several days until you thoroughly believe it. If any affirmations really stand out to you, use it as long as you may need.
30 Dates in 30 Days Dec 21 2021 Veronica Welch has made it. She’s about to be named a partner at one of the most prestigious law firms in New York City. She’s
on top of the world, except for one tiny ridiculous thing: she promised herself she’d be married by thirty-five. After a drink too many, she accidentally lets her “life
plan” slip to Bea, her steadfast, ever meddling assistant, and now Bea won’t let the idea go. Rachel Monaghan doesn’t do serious relationships. As a busy wedding
photographer, she’s jaded about lasting love, has a thriving repeat business, and hasn’t had much luck with love herself. While bartending at her cousin’s bar,
Rachel learns of Bea’s plan to get her boss married off by scheduling thirty dates in thirty days. In this sophisticated contemporary romance, Veronica Welch tries to
find love in the most efficient way possible, while Rachel Monaghan avoids love at all costs. What could possibly go wrong?
Hair Romance May 26 2022 How to create 82 fabulous hairstyles with step-by-step tutorials for every style.
Love People, Use Things Jan 28 2020 'The Minimalists show you how to disconnect from our conditioned material state and reconnect to our true essence: love
people and use things. This is not a book about how to live with less, but about how to live more deeply and more fully.' Jay Shetty, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Think Like a Monk 'Joshua and Ryan have penned an urgent manifesto for the growing movement away from the material and towards the meaningful. An
important book for our current moment.' Cal Newport, New York Times bestselling author of A World Without Email and Digital Minimalism AS SEEN ON THE
NETFLIX DOCUMENTARIES MINIMALISM & LESS IS NOW How might your life be better with less? Imagine a life with less: less stuff, less clutter, less stress and
debt and discontent - a life with fewer distractions. Now, imagine a life with more: more time, more meaningful relationships, more growth and contribution and
contentment - a life of passion, unencumbered by the trappings of the chaotic world around you. What you're imagining is an intentional life. And to get there, you'll
have to let go of some clutter that's in the way. In Love People, Use Things, Joshua Fields Millburn and Ryan Nicodemus move past simple decluttering to show how

minimalism makes room to reevaluate and heal the seven essential relationships in our lives: stuff, truth, self, money, values, creativity and people. They use their
own experiences?and those of the people they have met along the minimalist journey?to provide a template for how to live a fuller, more meaningful life. Because
once you have less, you can make room for the right kind of more.
First Draft in 30 Days Jul 24 2019 First Draft in 30 Days provides you with a sure-fire system to reduce time-intensive rewrites and avoid writing detours. Awardwinning author Karen S. Wiesner's 30-day method shows you how to create an outline so detailed and complete that it actually doubles as your first draft. Flexible
and customizable, this revolutionary system can be modified to fit any writer's approach and style. Plus, comprehensive and interactive worksheets make the
process seem less like work and more like a game.
Plant Based Dips N' Dressings Jan 22 2022 A collection of 117 recipes including no-fat, low-fat and higher fat options for anyone looking at including more plantbased options in their diets. Dips, dressings, sauces, salsas, condiments, and toppings. Raw, plant-based, vegan, gluten, grain and oil-free ideas for healthy salad
enhancement.
Romance in a Month Nov 19 2021 Romance in a month is a method of writing a romance novel with the help of a community of writers. Learn the basics of writing
a romance and how to form your own group of writers for the funnest way to write.
Thirty Days to Win His Wife (Mills & Boon Desire) (Brides and Belles, Book 2) Feb 20 2022 Even with a baby on the way Amelia’s holding out for the perfect
husband. Tyler has thirty days to prove he’s the one.
Raw Food Romance - 30 Day Meal Plan - Volume I Oct 31 2022 Thirty days of savory, comforting, salty, sweet, and healing whole foods pack this volume which is at
once part recipe book, and part guidebook. These recipes, this plan, brings into your hands an easy plan to succeed eating as a raw vegan. All straight from the life
of a woman now 70 pounds lighter, whose recipes have thrashed her cravings and any desire to look back at what she was before. This book contains a meal plan
with shopping lists, guides for items to always have on hand, daily estimated calorie intakes, prep tips for upcoming meals and lots of new and mouthwatering raw
vegan recipe ideas, including some of Lissa's most famous creations.
The Love Hypothesis Aug 24 2019 The Instant New York Times Bestseller and TikTok Sensation! As seen on THE VIEW! A BuzzFeed Best Summer Read of 2021
When a fake relationship between scientists meets the irresistible force of attraction, it throws one woman's carefully calculated theories on love into chaos. As a
third-year Ph.D. candidate, Olive Smith doesn't believe in lasting romantic relationships--but her best friend does, and that's what got her into this situation.
Convincing Anh that Olive is dating and well on her way to a happily ever after was always going to take more than hand-wavy Jedi mind tricks: Scientists require
proof. So, like any self-respecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the first man she sees. That man is none other than Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot
professor--and well-known ass. Which is why Olive is positively floored when Stanford's reigning lab tyrant agrees to keep her charade a secret and be her fake
boyfriend. But when a big science conference goes haywire, putting Olive's career on the Bunsen burner, Adam surprises her again with his unyielding support and
even more unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly their little experiment feels dangerously close to combustion. And Olive discovers that the only thing more
complicated than a hypothesis on love is putting her own heart under the microscope.
The Love Dare Oct 26 2019 Presents a forty-day devotional of "dares" for parents, challenging one or both parents to understand, practice, and communicate Christlike love to their children.
21-Day Vegan Raw Food Diet Plan Apr 12 2021 Tasty and creative raw food delights--75 vegan recipes and a three-week diet plan Whether you're new to raw
veganism or you're a real raw foodie, this is the ultimate guide for you. The 21-Day Vegan Raw Food Diet Plan combines the proven principles of veganism and raw
foodism into one complete cookbook and meal plan. Using simple, everyday ingredients including nuts, seeds, sprouted whole grains, legumes, fruit, and fresh
produce, you can make tons of great-tasting, plant-based recipes in minutes. From Raw Vegan Mac 'n' Cheese to Raw Mexi Chili, this essential cookbook and raw
food diet plan can put you on the path to looking great and feeling great. In just a few weeks, you'll have more energy, clear skin, better digestion, and be
completely satisfied--one hearty, healthy, vegan raw food meal at a time. This definitive raw food cookbook features: All-in-one--Improving your overall health is a
snap with a balanced three-week meal plan that's perfect for vegan raw food fans. Delicious recipes--Mouthwatering smoothies, entrees, snacks, and desserts
packed with nutrition to keep you full and healthy. No guesswork--Complete shopping lists, sample menus, and meal prep pro-tips help you save time and money on
your vegan raw food journey. Go green and get uncookin' with The 21-Day Vegan Raw Food Diet Plan.
Renegade Romance Nov 27 2019 A woman whose life is crumbling with every tick of the clock. A federal judge accused of corruption. A rookie undercover FBI
agent sent to find the truth. Mercedes had found the perfect job and an apartment overlooking the San Juan beaches. No one would ever know the secrets she was
required to keep in order to hold onto this perfect life. When she discovers just how little control she has and wants out on her own terms, she decides she will turn
the tables. But how? An ocean and thousands of miles away, the budding romance between Callie Fletcher, a Texas court reporter, and her very romantic cowboy,
Dominic, continues to flourish. Love and life couldn't get any better for the two of them. Until the call from an old FBI acquaintance. Callie has the perfect set of
skills necessary to uncover the truth of crimes lodged by Mercedes against her boss, a federal district court judge. And when asked to serve her country in this
unusual way, Callie accepts without hesitation. Not so fast, says Dominic. He isn't happy that the new love of his life is putting herself in extreme peril.
Notwithstanding Dom's concerns, however, Callie feels that uncovering the truth outweighs any risk put in her path. The two agree to disagree. Sort of. Are these
unspeakable allegations true? Will the romance between Callie and her cowboy survive? Will Callie? Fans of Alana Terry, Margaret Daly, Lorana Hoopes, and
Christy Barritt will love this page-turning romantic suspense from Kathy Zebert. Download Renegade Romance today and take a roller-coaster ride to the tropics!
*** KEYWORDS: sweet romance, animal, animals, horses, arrest, arrested, cake decorating, baking, cooking, wine, barn, Austin, Texas, book, books, courtroom,
cabin, ranch, cattle, Thanksgiving, cowgirl, contemporary, corrupt judge, country, country western, courthouse, death of a spouse, drinking, wine, beer, coffee,
ebook, ebooks, families, grandparents, widow, widower, farms, father, fiction, murder, investigator, christmas romance, cowboy christmas, cowboy love, happily
ever after, love books, love stories, romantic novels, small town romance, gorgeous cowboy, contemporary western romance, guaranteed HEA, holiday ebooks, new
beginnings, no cliffhangers, handsome, happily ever after, holiday, holidays, horseback riding, horse, jail, judge, kisses, kissing, darlin', lasso, mom, police, police
officer, policeman, policewoman, proposal, propose, punch, rancher, ranchers, ranches, rodeo, rodeos, romance, saga, second chance, secrets, series, court
reporter, Puerto Rico, San Juan, Nashville, France, Christmas, son, stories, story, strong, sweethearts, tall, cowboy boots, boots, western, barbeque, swimming pool,
contemporary western romance, clean romance, holiday romance
30 Lays in 30 Days: The List 1 Oct 07 2020 The world's sexiest bucket list. After emerging from a loveless marriage, Cat realizes hers is a life half-lived. What's a
recently-single woman in the prime of her life to do? Have her first ever one night stand. But her experience leads her to more than just an evening of pleasure. Cat
has a revelation: she's sick of being a good girl. It's time for this Cat to take a walk on the wild side. Cat pledges to try 30 different sexual experiences in the next 30
days, before she turns 30. Her list sends her on a journey that will lead to indescribable pleasures and some risky situations, and Cat will learn more about herself
than she ever thought possible. Most unexpected of all, she may even find love. Do you dare take a peek at her list? Read on ...
30-Day Heart Tune-Up Jun 22 2019 Follow this step-by-step program to optimize your cardiovascular health, boost your energy, slim your waistline, and heat up
your sex life—all while enjoying sixty delicious recipes! Cardiovascular disease is America's #1 killer, and while most doctors focus on lowering cholesterol and
blood pressure they are overlooking the real culprits: arterial plaque and poor gut health. The good news is that everyone—regardless of size, genetics, gender, or
age—can treat arterial plaque, improve their overall health, and prevent heart attacks and strokes with The 30-Day Heart Tune-Up. Inside, you'll discover: A
delicious, heart-healthy diet designed to supercharge your heart health Exercises to improve circulation and strengthen your entire cardiovascular system Creative
and effective techniques for stress management A customized supplement plan Cutting-edge science on the fascinating ways the bacteria in your gut can affect the
health of your heart. This fully revised and updated edition of The 30-Day Heart Tune-Up includes the latest science on the surprising connections between your gut
and your heart as well as tons of new information on reducing cardiovascular risk factors like obesity, high blood sugar, high cholesterol, and chronic inflammation
through diet and exercise, it will help you get healthy—and stay healthy—for life.
The Love of Living Foods May 14 2021 The Love of Living Foods contains over 100 favorite raw food recipes and as well is a comprehensive and easy to follow
guide to raw foods that makes eating raw foods an easy, fun and delicious experience. Be delightfully surprised when you discover how easy it is to prepare these
raw dishes as well as how flavorful working with natural fresh ingredients can be. In addition to a wide variety of recipes, this book gives clear and concise
descriptions on the basic food preparation techniques to create delicious raw food recipes. It includes many useful tips to walk you through working with raw foods
and information on the ingredients used and stocking your kitchen. Going raw will help you feel vibrant, radiant and energized. Lose any unwanted pounds the easy
way and feel how wonderful it is to live in a healthy body. Eating raw living plant foods is a healthy way to detox and bring your body back to an optimal state of wellbeing. The Love of Living Foods is a compilation of Robin Gregory's (RobinsKey.com) most loved recipes. Robin has worked in the raw foods industry for several
years designing, developing and working in many raw foods kitchens and creating recipes, menus and diets for restaurants and individuals. This book contains 117
favorite recipes, including many you are sure to return to over and over again. Several of the recipes in this book have been served at various raw restaurants
hundreds of times and are time tested winners. The wide variety of recipes in The Love of Living Foods includes all you need to get started. From favorite smoothie
combinations to learning to make fermented vegan cheese, and from Pizzas to Pad Thai, this book takes you from the best of American traditional to classic world
cuisine dishes. Learn how to make delicious healthy main meals as well as mouth-watering healthy snacks. Free yourself from packaged junk foods. Included are
foods to satisfy your salty crunchy cravings and sweet luscious desserts. Desserts are where raw foods can really shine and this book will show you how to create
scrumptious decadent desserts that are surprisingly wonderfully healthy. This book is perfect for someone completely new to raw foods as well as the experienced
raw chef. The Love of Living Foods covers all the basics necessary to know to healthfully and easily sustain a raw food diet. In addition to the recipes it contains
chapters on: * Raw food preparation techniques including: soaking nuts and seeds, dehydrating, sprouting, fermenting and heating foods * The equipment and tools
most useful to have for the raw food kitchen * Tips on creating recipes with raw foods * A comprehensive list of ingredients frequently used creating raw recipes
Jehova Rapha 30 Day Journal Mar 31 2020 Exodus 15:56 - And said, If thou wilt diligently hearken to the voice of the Lord thy God, and wilt do that which is right in
his sight, and wilt give ear to his commandments, and keep all his statutes, I will put none of these diseases upon thee, which I have brought upon the Egyptians: for
I am the Lord that healeth thee.There are times in every life when we need healing and when that healing can only come from the Word of God.This 98 page journal,
Jehovah Rapha: The Lord Who Heals, is based on the scripture Ex. 15:56 and uses the driving force of Jehovah Rapha, the Lord that healeth his people, to help you

deal with whatever life issue threatens to overwhelm you.By taking the 30 day challenge you will increase your knowledge of howto worship GOD on a different
level and without question find the solutions to the issues which prevent you from true and lasting healing.Get a copy and be amazed at the power this simple
journal holds, using the words of the greatest healer known to man.
Eight Dates May 02 2020 From the leading research scientist on marriage and family and author of the million-copy bestseller The Seven Principles for Making
Marriage Work, a program of eight lively, conversation-based dates for couples to capture essential conversations for a lifetime of love and commitment.
The Spanish Love Deception Sep 05 2020 A wedding. A trip to Spain. The most infuriating man. And three days of pretending. Or in other words, a plan that will
never work. Catalina Martín, finally, not single. Her family is happy to announce that she will bring her American boyfriend to her sister's wedding. Everyone is
invited to come and witness the most magical event of the year. That would certainly be tomorrow's headline in the local newspaper of the small Spanish town I
came from. Or the epitaph on my tombstone, seeing the turn my life had taken in the span of a phone call. Four weeks wasn't a lot of time to find someone willing to
cross the Atlantic-from NYC and all the way to Spain-for a wedding. Let alone, someone eager to play along with my charade. But that didn't mean I was desperate
enough to bring the 6'4 blue eyed pain in my ass standing before me, Aaron Blackford. The man whose main occupation was making my blood boil had just offered
himself to be my date. Right after inserting his nose in my business, calling me delusional, and calling himself my best option. See? Outrageous. Aggravating. Blood
boiling. And much to my total despair, also right. Which left me with a surly and extra large dilemma in my hands. Was it worth the suffering to bring my colleague
and bane of my existence as my fake boyfriend to my sister's wedding? Or was I better off coming clean and facing the consequences of my panic induced lie? Like
my abuela would say, que dios nos pille confesados.The Spanish Love Deception is an enemies-to-lovers, fake-dating.
Raw-Vitalize: The Easy, 21-Day Raw Food Recharge Nov 07 2020 A day-by-day guide to clean, raw eating Catch the wave of health and good living with this easy
and delicious 21-day raw food plan. Mimi Kirk and her daughter, Mia Kirk White, developed the plan when they decided to team up and remind themselves of the
benefits of eating all raw, all the time. They needed a plan that would work with their busy schedules, with meals that would fit into a set menu, but still allow them
to mix and match foods. These recipes are so good, you’ll make them again and again. Raw-Vitalize includes shopping lists, make-ahead prep ideas, and tips for
eating on the go.
Everything I Know About Love Aug 05 2020 THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER NOW A MAJOR BBC ONE TV SERIES 'There is no writer quite like Dolly Alderton
working today and very soon the world will know it' Lisa Taddeo, author Three Women 'The book we will thrust into our friends' hands. Alderton feels like a best
friend and your older sister all rolled into one and her pages wrap around you like a warm hug' Evening Standard Award-winning journalist Dolly Alderton survived
her twenties (just about) and in Everything I Know About Love, she gives an unflinching account of the bad dates and squalid flat-shares, the heartaches and
humiliations, and most importantly, the unbreakable female friendships that helped her to hold it all together. Glittering with wit, heart and humour, this is a book
to press into the hands of every woman who has ever been there or is about to find themselves taking that first step towards the rest of their lives. 'Alderton is Nora
Ephron for the millennial generation' Elizabeth Day 'Steeped in furiously funny accounts of one-night stands, ill-advised late-night taxi journeys up the M1, grubby
flat-shares and the beauty of female friendships, as Alderton joyfully booze-cruises her way through her twenties' Metro 'Deeply funny, sometimes shocking, and
admirably open-hearted and optimistic' Daily Telegraph 'A sensitive, astute and funny account of growing up millennial' Observer 'I loved its truth, self awareness,
humour and most of all, its heart-spilling generosity' Sophie Dahl 'Alderton proves a razor-sharp observer of the shifting dynamics of long term female friendship'
Mail on Sunday 'It's so full of life and laughs - I gobbled up this book. Alderton has built something beautiful and true out of many fragments of daftness' Amy
Liptrot *Winner of Autobiography of the Year at the National Book Awards 2018* *A Waterstones Paperback of the Year 2019* *A Sunday Times paperback of the
year 2019* *Selected for Stylist's The Decade's 15 Best Books by Remarkable Women*
Love Stories: Writing a Romance Novella in Thirty Days or Less Oct 19 2021 Romance Writers, do you want to: Keep your name in front of your readers with more
releases and titles? Learn why you should write shorter in order to write quicker? Meet and exceed your yearly writing goals? Participate in multi-author boxed sets
for increased visibility and profit? Claim your fair share of your reader’s attention span in today’s tsunami of books by producing a series of novellas or episodic
serials? Make more money while writing less? If you do, you must master the art of writing shorter works while still providing your readers that great experience of
your personal brand of storytelling and character voice. This book teaches you how to write an effective and engaging romance novella in a few short weeks. Learn
the seven milestones that every novella must have and the difference between a novella and a novel. Includes a step-by-step method, a schedule, tips and tricks, as
well as pitfalls to avoid. You will be able to consistently create high quality stories that will entertain and enrich your readers
30-Day Journey with Emily Dickinson Jun 02 2020 Enrich each day with wisdom from our greatest spiritual thinkers. Through brief daily readings and reflections,
the 30-Day Journey series invites readers to be inspired and transformed. By devoting a moment to meaningful reflection and spiritual growth, readers will find
deeper understanding of themselves and the world, one day at a time. Emily Dickinson's unique spirit and gorgeous language have secured her legacy as one of
America's most original and most beloved poets. Whether you are a devoted reader or are discovering the beauty of her poetry for the first time, this journey
provides the perfect way to engage the thought of this strikingly gifted poet.
The Divine Romance Sep 25 2019
The Words Between Us Mar 12 2021 Tired of talking in circles or feeling disconnected from your partner? The Words Between Us is designed for you and your
partner to journal simultaneously as a shared experience. For 30 days, you will each answer questions to help you get back to the reasons you committed to each
other and change what's not working in your communication. Purchase two journals so you and your partner will have your own to write in freely and without
judgment. Available in two colors - blue and black - to avoid any mixups.The Words Between Us includes: 30 days of prompts to help you break down your thoughts
and feelings about each topic, lined pages provided for you to answer the questions or make note of observations and realizations as you go and a template for you
and your partner to develop an action plan to make the changes you identify.
Thirty Day Boyfriend Aug 29 2022 I should've never agreed to this arrangement... Thirty days ago, my boss (Mr. Wolf of Wall Street), came to me with an offer I
couldn't refuse: Sign my name on the dotted line and pretend to be his fiancée for one month. If I agreed, he would let me out of my employment contract with a
"very generous" severance package. The rules were pretty simple: No intimate kissing, no actual sex. Just pretend to love each other for the press, even though I've
secretly wanted to knock that sexy smirk off his face since the first day we met. I definitely didn't need to think twice about this. I signed my name and started
counting down the seconds to when I would never have to deal with his special brand of ass-holery again. I only made it to one minute... We argued the entire fourhour flight to his hometown, failed to make a convincing impression with the welcoming press, and right when I was about to knock that arrogant look off his face in
real life? He purposely dropped his bath towel in front of me, distracting me with his nine-inch cock to "show me who the bigger person was" in our relationship.
Then he gave me his trademark smirk once again and asked if I wanted to consummate our marriage. Tragically, this is only day one. We still have 29 more days to
go...
Thirty Day Fiance Aug 17 2021 It's only thirty days.Pretending to his fake fiancée for a month is no big deal, right?That's what I keep telling myself anyway. Plus,
there are some nice added benefits to our little arrangement. Those dark caramel eyes for starters. Oh, and how could I forget those gorgeous bulging biceps. I've
already given him my V-card. What's next?My heart?To make this work for both of us, I have to submit myself completely to him. And all I seem to be receiving in
return are secrets from this wealthy bad boy. I feel like we're playing a game. A game where I have something Aaron needs. And no, that thing is not just my heart.
Can I make it to day thirty without losing my mind?!Let the countdown begin. Day One...
The Five Love Languages Dec 09 2020 In The 5 Love Languages, you will discover the secret that has transformed millions of relationships worldwide. Whether
your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary Chapman s proven approach to showing and receiving love will help you experience deeper and richer levels of
intimacy with your partner starting today.
The Love Challenge Jun 26 2022 After we've been in a relationship for a while, the initial passion cools, and we wonder if we should settle in for a less exciting love
life. But what if there was an easy, fun way to heat your relationship back up? The Love Challenge will help you increase, enhance, nurture, grow, and improve the
love between you and your significant other.
Have a Winter Raw Food Romance Jun 14 2021 41 raw food recipes to help satisfy, comfort and celebrate with during the winter months.
Self Love Feb 08 2021 Discover The Power Of Self Love ! This book will help you to see how 30 days can make the world of difference to the persona that you
present to the world. You need to get up close and personal with who you are and this 30 days of self-examination and change can serve to improve your life long
term because self-love is essential if you really want to get the best out of life. Let's face it, if you are not the best person you can be on your own, how do you expect
being in a couple to change that? If you are complete as a person, what you have on offer to a potential partner and friends is a person who knows his/her own value
and has learned that the world does not revolve upon what others think. Here Is A Preview Of What You Will Learn... Chapter 1 - Negative Talk Chapter 2 Recognizing Happy Thoughts Chapter 3 - Give yourself positive purpose Chapter 4 - Choosing your friendships Chapter 5 - Re-Inventing Yourself Chapter 6 Learning to Laugh Chapter 7 - Taking Mistakes in your stride Chapter 8 - Being Close to Nature Chapter 9 - Putting it all together Grab Self Love: The 30 Day
Challenge To Master Self Love, Self Confidence & Self Esteem TODAY and you will be on your way to a fuller and more enjoyable life. Buy this book today!
Love Like This (The Romance Chronicles—Book #1) Jul 04 2020 “LOVE LIKE THIS creates a world of emotions and turmoil, describing superbly the mind of a
young lady (Keira) and her struggles to balance her social life and her career. Sophie Love is a natural storyteller. LOVE LIKE THIS is very well written and edited,
and I highly recommend it to the permanent library of all readers that appreciate a romance that can be savored during a weekend.” --Books and Movie Reviews
(Roberto Mattos) “A very well written novel, describing the struggle of a woman to find her true identity. The author did an amazing job with the creation of the
characters and her description of the environment. The romance is there, but not overdosed. Kudos to the author for this amazing start of a series that promises to
be very entertaining.” --Books and Movies Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re: For Now and Forever) LOVE LIKE THIS (The Romance Chronicles—Book #1) is the debut of
a new romance series by #1 bestselling author Sophie Love. Keira Swanson, 28, lands her dream job at Viatorum, a slick magazine in New York City, as an aspiring
travel writer. But their culture is brutal, her boss is a monster, and she doesn’t know if she can last for long. That changes when Keira, by a fluke, is handed a
coveted assignment and given her big chance: to travel to Ireland for 30 days, witness the legendary Lisdoonvarna festival of love, and to debunk the myth that true
love exists. Keira, cynical herself and in a rocky place with her long-term boyfriend, is all too happy to oblige. But when Keira falls in love with Ireland and meets
her Irish tour guide, who just may be the man of her dreams, she is no longer sure of anything. A whirlwind romantic comedy that is as profound as it is funny,

LOVE LIKE THIS is book #1 in the debut of a dazzling new romance series that will make you laugh, cry, and will keep you turning pages late into the night—and
will make you fall in love with romance all over again. Book #2 in The Romance Chronicles is now available for pre-order!
30 Days Of Love Mar 24 2022
The Thirty-Day Seduction Feb 29 2020 His temporary lover Greek tycoon Nikos Pandrossos needed someone to look after his little boy, and Chelsea was perfect for
the job. Only, Nikos had more than child care on his mind. He wanted Chelsea in his bed! Chelsea Lovatt knew that for her heart's sake she should resist there was
no future in an affair with Nikos. But one month of knowing him in the way she yearned for was better than a lifetime of wondering what she might have missed.
Besides, after thirty days and nights, Nikos might want more than just a temporary affair .
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